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Abstract: 

This research is intended to implement Artificial Intelligence with Cyber Security. Our main goal of this research is to make an 

AI that can gather information on a specified target and search for the best possible exploits and all the vulnerabilities on the target 

using tools that are used by a Cyber Sec professional during a Pentest. This tool uses all the methods and techniques used by a 

Black Hat hacker to enumerate the target completely and give back proper information this increases accuracy as the AI will learn 

new things every time it does an enumeration it uses various sources and techniques from the user which can help it increase its 

efficiency.  
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I.Introduction 
        Hacking or pentesting is a process involving a lot of effort and Time, it is divided into parts such as - enumeration, recon, exploitation, 

post exploitation, and covering tracks. Aiming to reduce the effort by eliminating the first task which is enumeration and footprinting it is 

tedious work as we need to browse many data and this is the most important step to be avoided by any hacker as it gives the main information 

needed to know the weak spots of your target making the basis of your hacking process if not done properly this can lead to errors and bias in 

results. The program aims to make the process as accurate as possible and give an analysis with almost perfect results.[1] 

  We are enhancing the data collection done by previous scanners such as openVAS, Nmap, Metasploit, etc. The additional technology we are 

working on is password cracker using aircrack, hashcat, johntheripper, and rainbow crack. We are also working on a packet analysis tool that 

helps in filtering specific packets from a huge pcap file which can be used in forensics as we are implementing low powered FTP, ssh, and 

bruteforcer using Nmap scripting language, Hydra, and Medusa this makes the use case of the tool to another level as it focuses more on the 

offensive side now as it can help in testing packets crack passwords and if successful hijack accounts access with the right password. There 

are many other implementations as it is server-based we can install the docker instance or the entire application in a cloud machine with a 

dynamic DNS or IP and get remote testing working and make things simple yet versatile to use.[5] There is a chance that our scan may not 

work but we can do the most testing to make logs making the tool strong can give the highest level of accuracy. 

 

 II.RESEARCH METHODOLOGY:  

       The research to justify the use case of the combination of two different fields and studies to produce a even better output. The main aim 

of this research is to determine the most effective resource and details necessary to go through with this research and provide effective results. 

The method used is Qualitative Approach to determine the best methods and effective techniques to gain results. 

 

III.Problem Statements. 

       This research is intended to implement Artificial Intelligence with Cyber Security. The main goal of this research is to make an AI that 

can gather information on a specified target and search for the best possible exploits and all the vulnerabilities on the target using tools that are 

used by a cybersecurity professional during a Pentest this tool uses all the methods and techniques used by a Black Hat hacker to enumerate 

the target completely and give back proper information this increases accuracy as the AI will learn new things every time it does an enumeration 

it uses various sources and techniques from the user which can help It increases its efficiency. In a professional environment, hackers use a lot 

of tools for scanning targets mainly use tools like Nmap, Masscan, Rustscan, CVE database ( CSV gov) Searchsploit. For the information 

related to open ports and services the scan by default will be an aggressive as this is used during a pentest by the pentester but there will be an 

option for a stealth scan for a more accurate Black Hat hackers environment. The Code primarily automates all the possible scans based on the 

info we initially provided.[6] The AI reads the scans and starts to enumerate all the possible ways it can scan it will record all its findings in a 
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temporary directory Then it analyses the raw data and enumerates the target based on the huge logic of various outcomes and inputs using 

information from APIs and huge amounts of Databases of CVEs or vulnerabilities. These APIs and Databases help in creating more accurate 

results. Problem Statements using the data it further finds specific payloads for that particular target and using Metasploit will generate a 

resource file for further exploitation. The AI uses a complex algorithm of various outcomes and works on finding the smallest and best route 

to exploit once it has found the best route it writes that in its report for later use by the Pentester. It was used in creating pattern matching tools 

that alert analysts to the security issues in the network.[7] The tools can outpace the ability of human analysts in responding. More automation 

is needed in all aspects of Cybersecurity using AI technology.[8] The AI can reduce the execution time of attacks/defense while increasing 

their effectiveness and strengths. The mechanism of attacks/defenses expands from intelligent agents acting humanly to thinking humanly.[2] 

          Using the data it further finds specific payloads for that particular target and using Metasploit will generate a resource file for further 

exploitation. The AI uses a complex algorithm of various outcomes and works on finding the smallest and best route to exploit once it has 

found the best route it writes that in its report for later use by the Pentester. It was used in creating pattern matching tools that alert analysts to 

the security issues in the network. The tools can outpace the ability of human analysts in responding. More automation is needed in all aspects 

of Cybersecurity using AI technology.[9] The AI can reduce the execution time of attacks/defenses while increasing their effectiveness and 

strengths. The mechanism of attacks/defenses expands from intelligent agents acting humanly to thinking humanly. 

 

IV.Objective. 

          The main agenda of this tool is to ease the pentesting process a little by completing the enumeration and recon part of the process and 

this will also help in the final report writing. The tool aims to be better than other vulnerability scanners & enumeration tools. This is intended 

to automate processes with an increase in efficiency of the code via ai which can learn from its previous experience adding to it. This tool will 

be using a database that holds key information to increase its speed n efficiency. [3] The ai works on a system that each time it is presented 

with a difficult task it learns and stores the new info in its database which makes it a powerful tool over time and even adds to its efficiency. 

The Code primarily automates all the possible scans based on the info we initially provided and the AI reads the scans and starts to enumerate 

all the possible ways it can scan it will record all its findings in a temporary directory and then it analyzes the raw data to a more informative 

data and then enumerates the target based on the huge logic of various outcomes and inputs using information from API from websites 

containing huge amount Databases of CVE’s or vulnerabilities[10]. Using the data it further finds specific payloads for that particular target 

and using Metasploit it will generate a resource file for further exploitation. The AI uses a complex algorithm of various outcomes and works 

on finding the smallest and best route to exploit once it has found the best route it writes that in its report for later use by the Pentester. Even 

though we have clear intel on how it works and we need to hard code it for it to be useful so there are 2 sages of coding this enormous tool. 

 

V. Scope.  

          The tool uses a sequence of techniques to scan and gain more information on the target specified this can be better 

understood with the below example.  

Scan Example:  

 
       In the above example, the pentester is scanning the target with a tool known as nmap here he can check for the open ports 

with the help of the TCP request mechanism.[12] The TCP packets if successful then the ports are open and using the same method 

the tool can extract the version and service that's been running on the port. In the above example, the pentester is using a script 

that is implemented to checks for the service and version of the service with a few online database APIs and is returning the 

corresponding CVE or vulnerabilities related to it with its respective intensities.[4] The tool proposed is using these functionalities 

to perform such scans and attacks based on these TCP and UDP network scans to determine various information related to the 

target and also by reducing the complexity of the output into a more readable format. 

 

VI. Limitations of existing System:  

  The main disadvantage is that the tools are 

Nonautomated, Needs manual data reading and parsing. The complexity of use. 

which makes this even more difficult to complete. The scanners and enumerators are really good but separated by various 

processes making them even slower and leading to a lot of issues.[11] We tend to eliminate this issue using our research. 

CODE MAP 

https://www.mindmeister.com/map/2106059128?t=MR3PSC8ATu 
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AI METHODOLOGY 

The Ai algorithm and neural network we are thinking to be implemented must be capable of comparing, deciding, and ranking the input values 

based on the critical level by comparing the JSON value found positive by the scans it should work based on the scenario: 

If the value is opened, vulnerable, or found a CVE go ahead or else stop. Compare the Data with the data inside the vulnerable database and 

assign a rank based on criticality. If the comparison goes well assign a rank-wise system and then create a pie chart based on the number of 

critical points and present a graph. After comparison assigns all the data according to the format and generates a pdf report. 

     The AI must be fast and must also incorporate the shortest and best route methodology by implementing these key factors. We can reduce 

the amount of wasted data in the process we have to manage to create a specific kind of database that holds highly repeating vulnerabilities. In 

the long run and implement the database as a primary source much like a primary memory making this even faster and less power draining.  

The AI is a really important aspect of the entire project as it plays the main role in deciding the accuracy of the scan and if the accuracy is of 

then the scans results is close to being of no use and can be a total waste of time. By hard coding the various necessary aspects that make a 

penetration test scan accurate we can make the AI be more precise and also by maintaining a separate rule that makes the AI know how to 

improve we can ensure that the AI learns a new shortcut or trick to make the scan faster and accurate.  

The AI in mind that we decide for these works are: 

1) Decision tree algorithm: Uses a binary tree structure with nodes linking to each other the more the nodes or more the relations the 

more accurate the result is. 

2) Random Forests algorithm: Uses a series of decision trees with recurring searches and analysis the more the trees the more accurate 

the result gets and is based on the “Majority Wins Model”. 

3) Naïve Bayes algorithm: Based on probability and the bayes theory it finds the most likely output and also gives out the closest possible 

output. 

4) Neural Network: Based on the human brain it uses several layers and also gives out a accurate output after going through its multiple 

layers and searching for the best output. 

Based on the accuracy needed we can use the above algorithms and theories to find the most accurate result as all of the above have significance 

in the matters of complete analysis, regression and also output. 

 

VII.CONCLUSION 

In conclusion we can tell that using the data analyzed it is possible to create a well-maintained program that can automate 

cybersecurity enumeration we can implement the above information to achieve more than this in the future it just needs a bit 

more modifications there are possibilities that we can completely automate a pen testing process but it may take extensive 

testing and modifications but it is possible.  

As of now there is a clear possibility that an advanced enumeration system can be introduced in the field with the above 

information and some more detailed analysis and further proofing this can help improve the service provided to a more greater 

extent.  
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